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Photography: Chapter 15 Part 2 Viewing and Organizing Photos 
This portions of the book is not currently accurate, as of iOS 14 and iPadOS 14. Use 
this handout for current info.



Photos App; All photos are stored here, and only ONCE

	 Photos know what kind of picture and organizes by kind

Tap Sidebar icon in upper left corner, toggles On/Off


	 	 Organization by Time





In any Category, 

	 Single Tap on any photo to enlarge Full Size.

	 Double tap to zoom in on photo.

	 Pinch to put back to full size.

	 Swipe right or left to go to next or previous phone.
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Square or show by Aspect 
ratio, Horizontal or Vertical 

Tap Select, then on 
pictures. You will 
get a blue circle 
and checkmark.



Sharing Photos: 
	 Tap the Select button at top right.

	 Select one or more photos

	 	 so they show a blue dot.

	 Tap the Share icon.

	 Choose the way you want to share.


Organize Into Albums 
	 From Days or All Photos

	 Open Sidebar

	 Go to bottom of “My Albums” Section

	 Tap “+ New Album”

	 Enter Name of Album and SAVE

	 Select Photos you want in the Album

	 Tap Done

Add to Existing Album 
	 Select photos

	 Tap Share Icon

	 Tap “Add to Album”

	 Choose the Album from the menu

	 Photo(s) will drop into the album immediately

NOTE: No matter how many albums you put a photo into, it still is only on the iPad 
ONCE, unless you Duplicate it.

Search 
	 In the Sidebar, choose the Search icon

	 Enter a keyword into the search field

	 Tap, See All


For You: In Sidebar 
	 Memories: Collection created by the Photos

	 	 Best shots for a related series

	 	 of photos (time or location.)

	 Tap Play Button

	 	 It is a slideshow with

	 	 Transitions and music. 

	 You can share.

	 You can Edit: While playing, tap a picture

	 	 Tap Edit: You can change the music.

	 	 	 length of time

	 	 Choose Title image.

	 	 Write a Title

	 Tap Done
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Also:

Assign to Contacts

Print


